
Dutch Police Fire Live Rounds at Anti-Green
Agenda Protesters. Police May Be Involved
with Controlled Opposition.

written by GEG | July 6, 2022

Multiple videos appear to show that some protesters, known as Romeos, have been
discovered embedded within protests, presumably in an effort to spy on activist leaders
or stage violent stunts, and have been protected by the police.

Holland: Police Turn Water Cannons on Anti-
Lockdown Protesters

written by GEG | July 6, 2022
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The press is portraying this as massive rioting and violence, but we notice from the
images in this news story that – just as in the US – the number of violent rioters and
looters could be agent provocateurs, hired to throw bricks, break windows, set fires,
and turn public opinion against those who resist lockdown.

Analysis of Ashli Babbit Shooting Videos
Suggests Coordinated Actions by Leftists

written by GEG | July 6, 2022

John Sullivan, the founder of InsurgenceUSA, who is affiliated with Black Lives Matter
and held an anti-Trump rally just before the the event at the Capitol, was at the scene
when Ashli Babbitt was shot. He shouted that she was dead, and the analyst said it was
to perhaps cause a violent reaction by Trump supporters.
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BLM Man Who Filmed Ashli Babbitt Inside
Capitol Organized Leftist Protest Near the
Building Before It Was Stormed

written by GEG | July 6, 2022

A flyer from InsurgenceUSA promoted a meeting on January 6th in Washington DC to “Dump
Trump for Good.” Sullivan tweeted, under the pseudonym Jayden X, that Trump supporters
were targeting BLM supporters’ buses and were trying get pictures and addresses of where
the leftist group would be staying on the 6th.

Is the Man Wearing the Fur Hat with Horns an
Undercover ‘Super Soldier’?

written by GEG | July 6, 2022

Man who claims to be Chansley says he is enrolled as an intel agent in the “super
soldier” program of the US Navy. He also says he has worked with or among members of BLM
who, until now, did not know he is a government agent.
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Denver: New Evidence Emerges in Case of
Patriot Who Was Shot to Death

written by GEG | July 6, 2022

New evidence in the case contradicts the narrative, as video shows that another man,
Jeremiah Elliott, a BLM Antifa leader wearing a ‘Black Guns Matter’ t-shirt, was
harassing the patriots, leading critics to question whether the shooting was a
coordinated effort.

Suspected Agent Provocateurs Who Incited the
Destruction of AutoZone Caught on Video

written by GEG | July 6, 2022

Journalist Caitlin Johnstone shows that, historically, police often have agent
provocateurs at protests to destroy property and incite violence to provide an excuse
for strong counter-measures.
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Video Proof That Undercover Police, Posing
As Antifa, Are Inciting Violence

written by GEG | July 6, 2022

All groups are targeted: left, right, all races and religions. The goal is to create
hatred and violence between them, an old strategy called divide and conquer.
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